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A DRAMATIC IRISH TALE
Tlie Scenes Are Placed Among the Striking Events

Oliver Cromwells Day
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OMERAGH by F
Moore Is an Irish

love and fighting in
tho time of Cromwells invasion of the
green island and very written it
in too It Is distinctly the best piece
of work Mr Moore has done since The
Jessamy Bride In some of his recent
novels he has had the temerity to in-

troduce Americans and if his Irish
men were no m3re true to life than his
Americans he would stand in some

of when next he vis-

ited the scene of his story
Admirers of Cromwell will it Is true

be inclined to dispute the view of that
general presented here for it Is an-

tagonistic to the point of abuse Crom-
well and his Ironsides are predescribed
a monsters Incapable of any but the
worst passions and guilty of the most
horrid crimes The author of course
ignores the fact that outrages of all
kinds were more or less common In
war at that time and that Cromwell
like Kitchener and some other famous
soldiers probably did some thing
through military necessity which he
would not have done without provoca-
tion War Is inhuman business anyway
BO long as the soldiers on both sides
Include as well as heroes and
in feet the scamps and the heroes are
sometimes indistinguishable in time of
action

However if anybody is exceedingly
auxlous to obtain th correct view of
Cromwell it Is recommended that lie
follow the reading of this book by a
perusal of President Roosevelts Life
of Cromwell and if that does not
counteract the Jaundiced view of Mr
Moore nothing will The story is a
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EARLY ENGLISH HISTORY
SINS OF A SAINT by J

AItken is an historical
of aLLS as they say in

the English stories and It deals with
the life and machinations of Saint Dun

stan during the reign of Edwin or Ead
wine successor to Eadred whose conf-

idential adviser had been this remarka-

ble character the head of the Benedic
tine order There is enough gore in it
In one place and another to satisfy the
youthful Toddie who so delighted in the
story of Goliath But that makes it
none the less true to the facts The
early centuries of English history were
lull of battle murder and sudden death

The central characters of the book
are besides Dunstan Eadwine and his
Queen Elgiva who are presented as
the innocent victims of the priests
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overweening ambition and cruelty
There is a great deal of traditional lore
in the course of the narrative
songs and hymns in the manner of the
ancient Saxon chants are introduced

In a book written manifestly for
the purpose of affordinghistorical in
formation it is natural to scan the lat
ter somewhat closely

Some license may be allowed a story
teller who like Scott makes his story
the thing but when he assumes the task
of historian he must expect scrutiny
However tl ere Is little fault to be found
with the book from this point of view
It Is rather doubtful whether any May
daysong of the Saxons spoke
and his arrows or whether theSaxons
used any terms corresponding to
knight and tournament In the tenth

century but these are small matters
New York D Appleton Co
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A PENNSYLVANIA ROMANCE
fc a HE TRIUMPH by Arthur

Stanwood Pier is a stdry of

a western Pennsylvania oil
well For all the special appropriate-
ness there Is in the title it might just
as well have been called something else
However it Is a good story rather more
ambitious but nof any cleverer than one
which Mr Pier wrote some years ago
under the title Tle Pedagogues de-

scribing the experiences of a tutor at
the Harvard Summer School with some

rather raw Western pupils
This author excels in fact in con-

trasting different types of Americans-
and bringing out the fineness of the cul
tured type as against the crude rustic
When he has occasion to treat rustle
human nature of the coarser kind o

does so with unsparing truthfulness and
none of the illusions of poetic genius-
are possible to him This makes some
chapters of his present book rather more
odorous with perspiration than they
should be for pure pleasure One feels
as If invited to take part in a country
dance on a hot summer night in a room
lighted by kerosene lamps with a cabi
net organ playing The Blue and the
Gray It is Interesting as a study in
psychological anatomy but not beauti
ful However the work Itself Is so
clever and so absolutely true to life
that this quality is not a blemish

The hero of this tale Is the son of an
old country doctor and the heroine is a
school mistress daughter of a country
clergyman who Is trying to make
money enough to educate her young
brother and In pursuance of this aim
allows an oil well to be sunk on her
land One does not agree with the half
expressed conclusion that the girl is to
blame for this business enterprise and
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A HARVARD SKETCH
HILOSOPHY 4 Is title ot-

a little skit by Owen Wister
dealing with two Harvard

boys and their crammer a fellowstu
dent When divested of Mr WIsters
somewhat supercilious humor It remains-
a fairly lucid demonstration of the fact
that there is no earthly use In sending
some boys to college

What for example is the sense of
causing a healthy goodnatured and
manly young fellow to tumble by hook
or crook through a course In philoso-
phy for which he has as much ability-
as an ablebodied giraffe Mr Wlaters
Billy and Bertie are very lovable speci-
mens of the young American but they
came to college to play games belong
to societies fraternities and hunt up
taverns where dinners might be had
Incidentally these lovable young Amen
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good story and its tone is wholesome
unO that is much to say of any book of
this kind

Castle Omeragh is the home of Sir
Gilbert Fawcett and hisxtwo sons Wal-

ter and Harry and is situated not far
from Lough Dearg remote from the
scene of Cromwells first landing In Ire-
land The narrative is mostly taken up
with the defense of this stronghold
against Cromwells army In this a wan
dering priest Father Mahony plays a
conspicuous part and if the book is ever
diematized the character of this priest
should L e made the part for the star
Resourcerntr crafty brilliant selfsacri
firing he is a fascinating character from
beginning to end

In fact the book would male a capital
play of the romantic sort and its fit
nesses for this arc so many that it

said to invite dramatization The
clever disguises of the priest the

love scenes between Walter Faw
cett and Kathleen OBrien a sort of
Irish Priscflla who is moved to ask

Why dont you speak for yourself

John as the diffident Walter pleads the
cause of his brother the handsome
dashing Harry the wonderfully effective
opening scene in the old hall when the
harper plays the dirge for the supposed
death of the eldest son the weird vi
sicns seen through the mystic crystal

the character of OBrien Kathleens
father a fine ould Irish glntleman
Finola ONeill Harrys ladylove the
defense of the these points
could be made telling in a play

It would be worth some enterprising
playwrights while to try it and cer-

tainly as an Irish play dealing with
events in Irish history which are not
yet forgotten it would awaken interest-
on this side of the water New York-
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should have married one of her two
suitors Instead like a wellconducted-
lady but there is reason in the sug-
gestion that she should not so lightly
have invoked the chivalry of her friends
and neighbors to protect her from ruf-
fians

It is just as well every
where to realize that there are dangers
besetting the unprotected young wom
an who attempts to deal with human
nature In the which
she may not see or understand until
too while she may be placed-
in a position which makes such daring
necessary there Is no sense In running
unnecessary risks

But the chief beauty of the story is
in the masterly characterdrawing
Not a line of it is slighted The old
doctor is one of the finest of the por
trayals and Mr Pier may well feel
proud of this creation alone The gawky
country youth Will Bains is no less
perfect kind Sally Packer the
country coquette Ike Braddish the ras
cal of the story villain Is too digni-
fied a name for him Neal Robeson tho
manly young hero Lindsay Seville
the reformer in politics and the slight-
er sketches of village characters are
all skillfully done They stand out clear
cut and convincing It Is rare indeed-
to find a book In which one can easily
recall not only the main points but
all the significant personages and run
no risk of confusing them with each
other or mistaking the characteristics
of anyone but this is the case with
the latest work of Mr Pier just as it
was In his Harvard story There are
so many telling scenes that it is hardly
necesary to commend any one In par-
ticular but perhaps one cf the best is
the scene at Peter Caseys grave when
the gentleness and loyalty of the old
doctors nature are fully revealed New
York McClure Phillips Co
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cans get more or less In the way of the
students who really Intend to do

with their education
Mr Wisters Oscar Malroni Is not a

type of the latter class of course and
oven Mr Wister hardly presents him ats
such though he does Indulge In a few
sneers at the youth for not having more
money eating at a better table and
indulging in more clothes and for nav
ing any Idea of getting through college-
by his own efforts The plain truth Is

that nine out of ten of Mr
WIsters readers will see in Oscars
poverty and ambition not In his less
admirable traits the thing at which
they may sneer and will draw from It
the conclusion that college is not the
place for men whose tathers came over
In tho steerage The tone of the book
Is unpleasant New York The

Company
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WAR AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
A Series of Essays on International Relations by Capt A T Mahan

tC T ETROSPECT AND PROSPECT

f C Is the title of a series oi

studies in international rela
tions naval and political by Capt A T

Mahan well known as a writer on

both subjects In fact many of the
essays are already familiar to the pub
lic through their appearance in various
magazines where they attracted general
attention

There are eight of these studies al-

together and they are about evenly di-

vided between the two main subjects-

of the book The conditions and history-

of the naval expansion of the United
States the questions affecting imperial-
ism in the British empire and in our
own country the South African war in-

ternational relations in the Orient and
Admiral Sampson all come in for G

share of attention
Study of the Boer War

One of the most interesting of the
essays is The Influence of
African War Upon the Prestige of the
British Empire The value of this
book like that of many others of its
kind lies chiefly in its correction of
the snap judgment of the man in the
street throughexplanation of technical
reasons for the action which he con
demns Captain Mahanis an adept in
the art ot presenting a complicated sub
ject In such a way that the average read
er can understand it and he is par
ticularly happy in this essay and others
which deal with colonial government
Those who have fallen into the error
of imagining that general principles can
always be applied in their simplicity to
particular cases will have their ideas
straightened out by careful perusal of
the writings of such men as this author

The shrewd comments which he makes-
on the South African war are char-
acteristic of his treatment of such sub
jects He says among other things

Prejudice Against England
the very outset prepossession-

stood ready upon the Continent and
among many of the American people
not only to rejoice over British re-

verses but to draw from them quick
disparaging conclusions pres-
tige by the easy process forgetting
fundamental condltioQs and dwelling
upon surface events Precisely tha
same disposition was entertained to
ward the United States a year before at
the beginning of our war with Spain

Again he says when discussing
specifically the subject of the Boer war

Peculiarity of Conditions-

The characteristic elements of this
war resulting from the permanent con-
ditions irrespective of the conduct of

present hostilities and anterior to
their beginning are 1 the remote
ness of the British base of operations
from the scene of fighting contrasted
with the nearness cf the Boers in
other words the length of the British
lines of 2 the nature
and extent of the ountry over which
operations had to be conducted 3

the character of the hostile people in
cluding therein the advantage which
familiarity with a region and Its con-
ditions especially when sparsely set-
tled undeveloped and consequently
imperfectly known always gives to in
habitants over invaders All three par-
ticulars indeed fall under f n r
head of communications which on the
strategic side at least dominate war

Insurrection War
These factors onerously adverse to

Great Britain were and are permanent-
To them must be added a present

hut which was then per
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fifth volume in a series of

entitled Historic High
ways of America Is The Old

Glade Forbes Road by Archer Butler
Hulbert already known In a different

as the author of a capital bit
of fiction Mr Hulberts history of this
old highway sometimes called the Penn-

sylvania State Road is not much less
interesting than his Queen of Quel
parte and that is a good deal to say
for an American history In spite of
the inherent fascination of the story of
the conquering of our continent its his-

torians have too often contrived some
how to make the most stirring events
seem dull and trite

The reading of tills book takes us
back a hundred and fifty years to the
day of Washington and Braddock Bou
quet and Pontiac the time of the
struggle between France and England for
the possession of the Mississippi Valley
though neither country recognized just
what the struggle involved There is
much of Washington in this narrative
and It Is a good explanation of the
training which enabled him to meet the
extraordinary emergencies of the later
revolution The old Glade Road was
marked out in blood and its milestones-
were massacres

Washingtons Letter to Dinwiddie
Of the frontier conditions in 1756 Mr

Hulbert gives a graphic and moving ac
count quoting Washingtons letter to
Dinwiddie regarding the misery of the
unfortunate colonists In the neighbor-
hood of the Blue Ridge

The supplicating tears of women and
moving petitions of the men melt me
Into such deadly sorrow that I solemnly
declare if I know my own mind I could
offer myself a willing sacrifice to the
butchering enemy provided that would
contribute to tho peoples ease

The historian eoes on to say
He Washington well knew a deter-

mined stroke at Fort Duquesne a flood
gate to open ruin and woe was the only
hope of the Southern and central
colonies In the meantime he led a des
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hops Impossible to anticipate namely
the difficulty under which the British
government would be placed in dealing
with partially organized forces main-
taining insurrection rather than war
with no organic social system behind
them and from that very lack without
vital centers or social articulation at
which to strike capable of Indefinite
subdivision and consequent elusiveness
due to the very low type of social and
political cohesion which has been char
acteristic of the Boer peoples from
their beginnings When highly

and complex national vitality may
be paralyzed without killing men but
whero organization Is defective the
same end cannot be quickly reached
without a slaughter of individuals from
which modern humanity rightfully re-

volts
Burden of Communications

Here has been the difficulty con
icnting the empire since the end of
h war proper From the delay in

solving it proceeds the present Impair-
ment of prestige which granting the
iiiea of illusion Inseparable from tht
word Is natural and to be expected For
xrany obvious reasons the Individual
Boer when caught cannot be killed
Great Britain is limited to capture and
exportation processes Indefinitely te
diOUS owing to the nature of the coun
try and other causes before noticed and
further protracted by the necessity of
diverting a huge fraction of the large
available forces to the protection of the
communications These stretch a thou
sand miles from the seaboard to the
seat of thence ramify the ex-

tensive regions over which desultory
and elusive fighting may spread This
burden Is even greater than during
regular hostilities both because the
lines are more disseminated and be-
cause the evasive action of the small
bands now In the field Is harder to coun-

teract than the efforts of large masses
compelled by their vey size to con-

sider their own communications-
This may seem rather like ancient

history and in fact the essay inques
tion appeared eighteen months ago but
there is no possible doubt that the re-

lations between this country and Great
Britain are destined to be the most im-

portant factors of our worldproblem
and the irrational Anglophobia which
exists among a large class of our

is likely to play some part In the
determining of these relations There
Is no more sense in it of course than In
the Anglomania which a much smaller
class ofv Americans occasionally ex-

hibits and it Is in the hlgfecsi degree
desirable to replace both kinds of
prejudices by a sane and rational rec
ognition of the real difficulties under
which the British government labors In
any effort toward the good of the peo-
ple the real tendencies and character-
istics of the English race and the real
malts and virtues developed by their
system of government and their social
and other conditions Hence a discus-
sion of the South African war Is quite
proper and will be timely so long as the
mass of American readers remains in ig-

norance it
The Irish Question

Another chapter which is likely to
arouse some controversy and condem
nation among Irish readers Is that on
the motives to Imperial Federation In
which Captain Mahan takes the ground
that Mr Gladstones pet plans regard-
ing Ireland were impracticable and un-

desirable and gives as his reason the
large power which Ireland would have to
injure England In case of a war with
any foreign power should the smaller
Island prove hostile He also considers
impracticable the plans for a federation
which some statesmen have put forth
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A GLIMPSE OF PIONEER
Graphic Story of the Revolutionary and Indian Religious Wars

DAYS
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perately exasperating life attempting-
to frontier with his tatterde-
malion army by following Pennsylvanias
example of building a line of forts to
defend the country There was no des-

titution or distress of which he did not
know at times he was begging for
blankets to cover his naked soldiers and
again for shoes and shirts there were
few guns In a state of repair and at
times in days of danger hundreds flock
ed to him who could neither be fed nor
armed

The inertia and carelessness of Eng
land during these years also form the
subject of two or three telling

Then as more lately there
seems to have been a general disposi-
tion in the mother country to trust to
the stamlln luck of the British army
rather than in common sense and ex-

perience
Pontiac the Indian Leader

Another chapter ot especial Interest-
is that which describes the conspiracy
of Pontiac The story of this remark-
able war of 1763 has already been told
In matchless style by Parkman but It
Is worth writing twice The present his-

torian suggests by his way of treating-
It the Innumerable parallels which his-
tory furnishes of this struggle of a
weaker race for their own traditions
and customs The Chinese and the
Japanese cast out the white man
many centuries ago and as they
thought successfully quarantined them
selves against his baleful Influence Tho
Boer did his uttermost to resist the
tide of AngloSaxon Immigration which
threatened to engulf him and his primi-
tive civilization And here we have
lu Pontiac brie of the worlds great

the losing side He failed
not for lack of sagacity and patriotism-
but because destiny was not in his fa-

vor The author says
The terrible war which In 1763 burst

over the West has never been
savages the world over in

swift success This may be attributed to
the fact that a leader was found in Pon-
tiac a chieftain In the Ottawa nation
who for daring and intelligence was
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and points out the obvious and great
inequality between the different branches-
of the British empire

The chapter on Conditions Deter
mining the Naval Expansion of the
United States is a spirited defense of
territorial expansion containing good
sound economic reasons for It in place-
of the misty sentimentalism or militant
greediness which its enemies have al
leged as Its defense If there Is anybody
who still thinks the Philippines do not
belong to us he will do well to read
this essay and ponder It deeply Ono
paragraph of It Is especially significant-
as laying down principles which may
safely govern future acquisition of ter-
ritory and as a sound defense of such
acquisition where It Is warranted y
military expediency Captain Mahan
says

It was very soundly argued by the
American opponents of the expansion
which has been realized In the last dec-

ade of the nineteenth century that
transmarine acquisitions would be so
many new exposed points to be sup
ported by sea only not by land as the
continental territory can They were
very right and this Is very true the
flaw In their argument as well cs the
beam In the eye of the Amerlcua public
which prevented it from seeing clearly
was the failure to note that even when
not possessing a square foot of territory
without Its borders there were many
manifold interests abroad assailable by-

a superior navy and only to be protected-
by such display of force as should make-
It not worth while to arouse

Fallacy of the Argument
The argument of the opponents of

territorial expansion oven within mod-

erate lmits and with due regard to lo
cality and consequent utility in the
positions acquired was thus plausible
and was deplorably successful but it
was fallacious It adduced a sound
military Increasing expos-
ure but wholly ignored qualifying

of the most serious charac
ter reverslve of conclusions It may
with much more certainty now be alleg-
ed and the assertion can be supported-
to the point of demonstration that the
acquisitions of recent years despite the
additional requirements of their defense
imposed upon the United States have
not necessitated any Increase of naval
force beyond that which would have
been Imperatively demanded at the pres
ent tmo had they never passed into
American hands More still they have
lessened the burden of purely naval in
crease which but for them would have
been necessary for by the tenure of
them and due development of their re
sources the navy itself receives an ac-

cession of strength an augmented fa
cility of movement by resting upon
strong positions for equipment and re

bases to use the military
several parts of the world

where national Interests demand naval
protection ot the kind already mention-
ed namely readiness to take the offen-

sive Instantly
Prejudiced Views

The trouble with the antiImperialist
is not that he is Insincere but that

not well informed In view of the
flood of onesided literature with which
the land has been deluged since the war
with Spain plain statements like this
of Captain Mahan are worth repeating

In his chapter on Admiral Sampson
Captain Mahan exhibits his power of
treating a vexed question so adroitly-
as apparently not to perceive that It is
vexed There Is nothing about Schley-
In this essay and the author has man
aged to eulogize Sampson without be
ing controversial about It or abusing
anybody else Boston Little Brown
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j never matched by a man of his race He
had the courage of sweeping and patriot-
ic convictions He saw In the English
occupation of the land the doom of the
red man Indeed he must have seen it
before but if so he had not had an op
portunity to put his convictions to a
public test The Indian was becoming a
changed man The implements and
utensils of the white man were adopted

j by the
redWaged

a Religious War
Pontiac waged a religious war At-

a great convention of the savages he
told them that a Delaware Indian had
while lost In the forest been guided
into a path which led to the home
of the Great Spirit and on coming there
had been upbraided by the Master of Life
himself for the degenerate state to which
his race was falling The forest arts of
their fathers must be encouraged and
relied upon The utensils of the
man must be banished from the wigwam
Bows and arrows and tomahawks and
stone hatchets should not be discarded
Otherwise the Great Spirit would take
away their land from them and give It
to others And so much of the fury
which accompanied the war was a sort of

frenzy The of Life
himself has stirred us up said the war
ilors

And from the Indian point of view
there was much sense In this defiance

The Relief of Fort Pitt
One of the vivid descriptions of this

history is that of the relief of Fort Pitt
by the brilliant and daring Swiss Col
Henry Bouquet With a force of only

SCO men has was compelled to attack-
an equal number of ambushed sav-
ages and any Indian fighter knows that
Europeans advancing In the open while
savages lurk In the woodS around
stand a fair chance of being cut up
Colonel Bouquet however set his wits
to work executed a clever bit of strat-
egy and relieved the fort achieving the
first English victory over the Indians of
the central West It may be observed
however that it took a Frenchman to
do it Cleveland Ohio The Arthur H
Clark Company
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MEXICAN AND
A Thrilling Story of Love Intrigue Bullfights and

South American Revolutions

4

sopi1k iv

J
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TALIAFERRO by
Cook is ono of

which are most
easily described by trite terms It is full
of stirring incident It has a fascinating
plot a charming heroine and a hero
with plenty of character Its idea Is orig-

inal and Its atmosphere fine In short-

It is good

James Ford once saidof his Ideal novel
that In It the local color would be In the
blood and bones not smeared over the
outside with a flannel rag and Roder
ick Tallaferro fits the description very
well The scene Is laid in Mexico and
the time is not long after the close of the
war between the States Taliaferro is a
young Southerner who has fought
through the war on the losing side and
rather than see the detested Yankee In

the horse of his ancestors burns the
house himself and flees to Mexico there
to seek adventure In the ups and downs-
of another civil war In Mexico he finds-

a friend of his student days in Paris a
French soldier on much the same er-

rand as himself also a Mexican senori-
ta of exquisite beauty and charm of na-

ture called bewitchingly enough Fe
licidad or Fellse Medina It is a case
of friendship renewed and love at first
sight and between the two the youngtex
Confederate Is led a lively dance Some
of it Is literally dancing at a ball in the
Palace of Buena Vista and some is fig-

urative in the arena of a bullfight The
bullfighting scene is one of the most
thrilling and most cleverly managed In
the whole story The reader is asked to
believe that Roderick without ex-

perience can go into a bullfight and
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THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

THE
fourth vplume of The Jewish

has just been pub

and like its predecessors-
Is an earnest of the value and Interest
of the whole work It should be ex-

plained that this set of books will e

hardly less valuable to the nonJewish
public than to the race of whose history-

It especially treats It is practically-

the first comprehensive work of Its kind
in English and contains resumes of
many works which have hitherto been
accessible only In their Hebrew edi-

tions The present volume begins with
Cbazars and ends with Dreyfus

Case The total number ot pages Is
some seven hundred

Owing to the peculiar distribution of

the Jewish race in nearly v ry part of
tin world the compilers of this encyclo-
pedia have enjoyed ad vantages somewhat
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NOTESLITERARy 1

The Journal of Arthur Stirling
Richard lie Galllenne writes at some

length of The Journal of Arthur Stirl
ingto which he gives generous praise
calling it an oasis of originality In
the weary waste of clever Imitation
books This is at all extravagant
though it does come from Mr Le Gal
henne

A Canadian NoveL-

A new story of Canadian life by
Gwendolen Overton Is announced Its
title Is Anne Carmel

t
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¬

come out allveand with one
Is not asked tq believe It It Is taken for
granted and only after the contest is
over and reader and author stop for
breath does the matter seem Incredible-

But this is only the With
nIl respect to Mr Cooks of
Mexican human nature and Southern
human nature it is difficult to conceive
that of a conversation carried on along
just the same trees indicated in the
chapter called The Sonata Here are
two lovers acknowledged ardent one
from New Orleans the other a Mexican
girl They find that the girl1 Is a Catho
lic the man a pantheist and this is the
kind of lovetalk which falls upon her
ears

The world about us fades like a
flower he answered But though all
roses wither the Rose endures What
the Rcsepattern Is to an actual wither-
ing rose that God is to the world The
Christian old tribal God of the

a separate being capable o
anger and revenge A f6w centuries ago
they say he had a son born of an earthly
maid What I call God Is an incessant
Law no miracle can break

This Is not an extract from one o

the books of Madame Sarah Grand or
froth Mrs Wards Robert Elsmere ft
Is supposed to be a section of a conver
sation between twj lovers in the City o

Mexico the first free talk they havo
had together and for what they know
likely to be the last and the young man
who thus states his poetic creed Is talk
Ing in a language not fiis mothertongue-
No this is all very prptty and poetic
but it Is not lovemaking

However the genuine interest of tim
story is undeniable and blemishes of
this kind are few New York The
Macmillan Company
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unusual in being able to call on high
authorities for articles on every subject
which they considered worthy of men
tion Literally every city of any im-

portance in the world is represented In
the list The amazing amount
of erudition possessed by Jewlsh
srs has probably never been

by the nonJewish world This
vast treasure of Information has been
freely used by the editors of the Jew-
ish Encyclopedia and the result is like-
ly to surprise even the thoughtful

Some day the relation ot the Jewish
race to other races in the development-
of civilization will be defined with more
clearness and justice than it has been
heretofore and the part played by thIS
rimarkable people will be fully recog
nized The compiling of the Jewish
Encyclopedia is likely to further such
recognition New York Funk Wag
nails Company
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The Persian Gulf
H J Whigham Is the author of a

hook of particular Interest called The
Persian Problem He is best known
nr an authority on golf but this book Is
said to be the mot thorough presenta
tion of the subject of the Persian Gulf
icw in xlstence

Hopkinson Smiths New Book
F Hopkinson Smith has ready a new

book of stories entitled The
Mr Smith is evidently not super-

stitious for there are in all just thir
teen oC the tales

under-
Dog

¬

¬
¬

A ROMANCE OF THE CAPITAL

THE D C
THE Present
THE and Politics

THE PEOPLE OF THE PLOT

Senator Bicknell from Middle Western State v
Julian Crane known as The WondrousBoy Congress-

man from State
Governor Sanders of the same State
Senator Standiford of a New England State v

Geoffrey Thorndyke Congressman from the same State
Senator Mulligan from Chicago very much sq i f
The Hon Mark Antony of Texas 40
Constance Maitland a charming Washington woman
Annette Cranes young wife y
Letty Senator Standifords daughter T

The President the Secretary of v

State and other high officers 5-

v various reasons
v this book is pub

lished anonymously

McCLURE PHILLIPs COMPANY
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